. ,. been given, however, to actual experiments for making such observations, or their usefulness. In this paper and in a subsequent one, we shall ·,· discuss both of these subjects from a general point of view and w1 th ·.
particular applications to scattering processes.
:! .
This work is an outgrowth from a recent paper on the correlated :1 .
counting rate of two detectors recording particles scattered from a 1 . .
· · target.
There it was shown that by such an observation both the magnitude and phase of a scattering amplitude can be determined. Such an observation of spatial correlations is only one of a much broader In th:ts·paper we make some general comments on the theory of measurement for quantum-mechanical systems and illustrate the theory with some conceptually simple examples: (a) measurement of the spin of either one of two interacting particles at a time_ t 2 folloWing the measurement of ~e spin of ·one. of them a:t an earlier time t 1 , and (b) ·UCRL-11144
II. MEASUREMENT OF TIME CORRElATIONS
We consider now some gen~ral questions pertaining to the. theory of measurement when several observations are made in sequence on a given system. We imagine that the system being studied is described by a
Hamiltonian, H, and that a time t = 0 it has been prepared in a state We begin to describe the results of the observation at t 1 · in rather loose terms which will be. made more precise as we proceed. The measurement of some set of observables for a given system Will yield the re~ult that the system at time t 1 is in a state A corresponding to an eigenvector ~ (1;he particu~r states A. are characteristic of the observation of interest). If the measurement is repeated many times on different systems· of the ensemble, we find the state A o~curring with probability P(A 1 t 1 ) given by .. .. one has some l:i,near combination of the degenerate eigenvectors (we·-return-to this point below). This is related to the case where the " observation is incomplete in the sense that only a fraction of all dynamical variables characterizing the system are ordinarily observed • Thus the fact that a particle in a counter is within a certain macroscopic volume at at certain time may be determined--its momentum and spin orientation often not being observed. is particularly acute when there is an inherent reason for requiring prolonged observation. for example, suppose we wish to first measure the energy and then the spin orientation with respect to an arbitrary axis of a particle With a magnetic moment.placed in a magnetic field.
If the time interval between the measurements were quite long, there would be no problem and the simple theory reviewed above would apply.
The principle of complementarity, however, would preclude the simultaneous determination of both quantities. In the intermediate (and often more practical) case in which the second observation follows the first by an (effectively) finite time, the simple theory does ~ot seem to apply.
Let us suppose that an instantaneous observation is made on a given system in the ensemble at a time t 1 • The observation is that of the .physical characteristic associated with' the (Hermitian)oper'-tor .
of measurement that the observation made on the system will yield one ··.· .
... .
• t .
• ..
. .
' ..
• I
. 
.. '. 
. . · .
. · .. ... · . ,· · · · . . Thus, ·we have
...
. Here:
... .. , .., (2.12) ( 2.13) .
•'
, .. , -.: -.
•.
· .. ..
-10-. ..
. ' ,.
•
laboratories, isolated from each other. An observation made on one of
, . these, call it our J 1 
·· · ~plausibility of the presc:dption 1 Eq. {2.14),.at least
.'"1,: .... . ' .
• 
and the e_igenvect:ors . w t;m 1 so that · .:
•. i; .
•. ...
... ·.
The .. :···· :·/:' 1 !-
. :
.· ,.
may be placed on either side or the square ~ra~ket .·,.·' .. ·.
is to be real.
In deriving the final form of' _Eq. ( 2.-21) we have supposed that the sum on t extends over all possible values~ The sum on A may or ·
,.
., .
..
may not extend over all values depending on the details of' the observation.·'·'·. \ .. ; ' "• 'r, I'
. ·':: :,· is then
. ·r:-:: · : · ·.
. : . . ' . ··.·.
. .. :
·.
, ,.
.· ...
•,'
. In this case neither observation interferes with the other, so the order in which these are made is irrelevant.
'·
We have mentioned that because of the delayed transient response .
.I.
of all electrical and mechanical apparatus, the recorded observation will · · · /i ' -·.. I .
. ·' • not correspond to an instant of time, but will be smeared over an i~terval •. ··: ·; · .
Our expre.ssions for the correlated measurements must be corrected for · this before they will correspond to the recorded observations. To do t! this, let us suppose that the basic observation of J 1 is relayed to I t~ recording device via a linear transducer having the response funct~on · L 1 ( T) • By this we mean that an input signal f( t' ) .,
,. . .. .. -: ~ · · · . · .· . · · observation of these quanti ties may be less than straightforward. · ~ .
• . ,'·.', .. ·.·.;.j. ·: (2.18), and (2.21) with the understanding that in these equations t}:le.
., .. , · • .
• This "large d.is~e~" .-.,· ·;;;)::: :; the detector, which are a large distance from s • is defined by the eondi tion that the particle ... :f'lux operators J 2 (_T 2 ) and J 1 (T 1 ) at any pair of counters commute.
The beam of particles is first scattered at the target ~ , which is the· sy~tem being studi~d.·, Some of . 
UCRL-lll44
-20-analyze this experiment, we treat the beam, target, and scatterer _s as a dynamical system described by the Schrodinger equation. The counters on the walls are considered to be the "classical" portion of the measuring apparatus, since their particle-current operators commute.
With this arr~gement we can study space-time correlations on a scale determined by the small scatterer s , but use only "classical" detectors.
To see this, le~ us first replac~ the instantaneous particle-flux .22) 
·.
._·_ · ....... .:. ·, ., ..
. ' ::· .
.. . ' .......
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We find, after an elementary calculation, 
In the limit as: t 2 ·~ t 1 this quantity is. in general dramatically .
. ,.'' ·.
•, "' .
... different from the expectation value·of .az( 2 )· in the state v(tl) ... ··:<:' ' · ... ·: -
. ,, ... · ... before the measurement, namely, ..
Thus, thTre is no question that (¢) before the measurement of J 1 is 0'.
.,.;
. . equal to (¢) afterward, even in situations that are not slightly ' · -..
•· .
'.' .. ..
-26-is·a unit vector, (~a (sine cos¢, sin a sin¢,
-.
- . . . ..
• . l ·.
: ..
.· .. . the measurement of the orientation of spin 1.
· . · .. _ we would ex].)ect intu~ ti vely •.
The correlation function (?.21) is found in this case to be .. ,:
. .,14 ,.
• • (3.·13) . ., .
. . . . . .
, .. : . . .. • .····: and the special case. quoted ab9ve, Eq. (3.11), corresponds to the
. vanishing of all a'. s except a 1 , which is unity G In general, there~ore / ·. · probability .that either atom is .ionized,· the ;probability that bqth are:' · _ .:·· ./ ·: ::!.: .
• ,,.. . : : !· should refer to F~no's paper.) Finally, we shall suppose the "radiation 11 emitted by either a~m _a _or b to be a particle satisfying_ Bose-Einstein,·.·
.
or Fermi-Dirac. ·statistics~ . The energy. of· such _a particle will be called . . 1_. r .. ,.
. '•; . . l.
. ···;
.. The vave function for the particle radiated by ato~ a · is of .
.. the formll
x is the coordinate of the radiated particle, ' .. The "small terms", which :we shall neglect, are of the form ... ,. ,, .
. ···. ,'
ec(~1, t 1 ) ed(~, :t 2 ) ec(~, t 1 ) 1 etc., and such·terms_all correspond to passage of a given-particle through both· volumes 6 V c and o_ V d ; In t~e limit . ~f. sma~ . 8 V c ~d 8 V d· 1 .
and assuming that'these_are not precisely in_line 'With f!ither·radiating 
:.' -~ :.
• ~.'• .
• ' · •, ,':': .. :
:
.' .... · .
. .·. • .
• irrelevant, since it has no effect on our calculations. -.· .. 
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